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A major breakthrough in speed and sensitivity of 2 D spin-

noise-detected NMR is achieved owing to a new acquisition
and processing scheme called “double block usage” (DBU) that

utilizes each recorded noise block in two independent cross-

correlations. The mixing, evolution, and acquisition periods are
repeated head-to-tail without any recovery delays and well-

known building blocks of multidimensional NMR (constant-
time evolution and quadrature detection in the indirect dimen-

sion as well as pulsed field gradients) provide further enhance-
ment and artifact suppression. Modified timing of the receiver

electronics eliminates spurious random excitation. We achieve

a threefold sensitivity increase over the original snHMQC (spin-
noise-detected heteronuclear multiple quantum correlation)

experiment (K. Chandra et al. , J. Phys. Chem. Lett. 2013, 4,
3853) and demonstrate the feasibility of spin-noise-detected

long-range correlation.

Spin-noise-detected 2 D NMR was introduced as a proof-of-

concept recently.[1] It is based on the phenomenon of nuclear
spin noise, which Felix Bloch predicted in 1946 as a conse-

quence of the statistically incomplete cancellation of random
fluctuations[2] in finite sized spin ensembles. Its first experimen-

tal observation had to wait until 1985,[3, 4] because of the low
signal amplitudes and, compared to today’s standards, less so-
phisticated spectrometer hardware. Recent advances in the

field, especially the wide availability of cryogenically cooled

probes,[5] allowed the measurement of spin noise on many

spectrometers and renewed the interest in this phenomen-
on.[6–8] Even if practical applications in spectroscopy are still

very limited, the properties of spin noise seem a promising ap-

proach for addressing certain types of problems. Extensive re-
search in one-dimensional spin noise spectroscopy gave rise to

various novel application in the fields of spectroscopy and
imaging.[7] Spin noise is also relevant for interference-free in-

vestigations of spin systems.[9] The ultimate promise, however,
is the realization of nano-scale level (less than 108 spins) NMR

spectroscopy, in a range where noise magnetization dominates

over thermal polarization-based magnetization.[3, 10] Our focus is
set on spectroscopic applications for liquid samples.[1, 7–9, 11–13]

To date, spin-noise-detected NMR spectroscopy is still in an
early stage of development and will require additional hard-

ware advances for implementation at nano-scale. However, in
magnetic resonance force microscopy (MRFM) spin noise de-

tection has become the state-of-the art.[14] Issues of other

noise sources affecting NMR spin noise spectra have been re-
solved recently[8] and are briefly discussed in the Supporting

Information.
The first reported 2 D spin-noise-detected spectrum was the

snHMQC (spin-noise-detected heteronuclear multiple quantum
correlation) experiment,[1] which is based on the pairwise

cross-correlation of noise blocks that symmetrically sandwich

the mixing and evolution periods of a heteronuclear 2 D ex-
periment. The general timing diagram of a conventional radio
frequency (RF) pulse-excited 2 D NMR experiment is compared
to the ones of spin-noise-detected 2 D NMR experiments in

Figure 1.
For a conventional 2 D NMR experiment, as drawn in Fig-

ure 1 a, the spin coherences are excited by one or more RF
pulses, modulated during the evolution period, transferred in
the mixing period(s) and detected during t2. During evolution

the amplitudes or phases of the coherences are modulated
with a characteristic frequency, which may be a chemical shift,

coupling constant or a linear combination of these.[15] In spin-
noise-detected experiments, as schematically drawn in Fig-

ure 1 b, no RF irradiation is applied to the detected spins (1H in

most cases), as both excitation and detection rely exclusively
on intrinsic random spin fluctuations, which are usually called

spin noise and are intrinsic to the tightly coupled system con-
sisting of the nuclear spins and the resonance RF circuit.[8] For

each repetition of the 2 D pulse sequence, two input and
output noise blocks are acquired and cross-correlated as de-
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manded by the nature of the stochastic excitation process.
Cross-correlation is achieved as detailed in the paper by Chan-

dra et al.[1] and illustrated in the table of contents graphics.
The two noise blocks (t0 and t2) are Fourier transformed first

and then the resulting spectra are combined by point-wise

complex-conjugate multiplication, which owed to the Einstein–
Wiener–Khinchin theorem,[16] is equivalent to cross-correlation

followed by Fourier transformation. For a 2 D experiment this
has to be done for each individual point in the indirect time

domain t1 before summation of the repetitions. Fourier trans-
form along t1 yields the final spin-noise-detected 2 D NMR
spectrum, which can be phase sensitive in the indirect fre-

quency dimension.
The first actual implementation of the general scheme, the

snHMQC experiment[1] is shown in Figure 2 a. Even though
there are no RF pulses applied on the observed proton (1H)
channel, they are still needed on the carbon (13C) channel.

The tiny amplitudes of spin noise signals make it mandatory

to repeat the accumulation very often (typically over 1000
times) for each t1 value. The separation of signals due to coher-
ence transfer from spin noise during t0 on the one side, and de

novo spin noise or random electronic noise in t2 on the other
side, can be achieved because, even though the phases of all

contributions are random, the components that undergo co-
herence transfer via the mixing and evolution periods have

constant relative phases in t0 and t2. In order to improve the ef-

ficiency of spin-noise-detected multi-dimensional NMR our
goal was to improve the sensitivity and efficiency (signal-to-

noise in a given time interval) of these experiments substan-
tially.

Introducing constant-time evolution (Figure 2 b) achieves
several improvements. Firstly, constant-time evolution avoids

Figure 1. a) Generalized timing scheme of a pulse-excited 2 D NMR experi-
ment. t2 denotes the acquisition block recording the FID. The period t1 rep-
resents the indirectly detected dimension. Coherence transfer occurs during
excitation and mixing periods. b) Acquisition scheme of a spin-noise-detect-
ed 2 D NMR experiment. t0 and t2 both denote acquisition blocks, where the
so-called noise blocks are recorded. Correlated together, they correspond to
the directly detected dimension t2 of scheme (a). c) Efficient fast acquisition
scheme for spin-noise-detected 2 D NMR experiments with DBU halves the
number of noise block recordings. The mixing and evolution periods and
the acquisition block labelled t0/t2 are repeated as required to obtain suffi-
cient signal-to-noise ratio. Recycle delays are completely omitted with this
scheme, which further reduces the total experimental time.

Figure 2. Pulse sequences for the original[1] and enhanced snHMQC and
snHMBC experiments. t0 and t2 denote the two acquisition blocks. t1 is nomi-
nally set to 1/(2JCH) but can be optimized for relaxation and passive cou-
plings (JCH denotes the heteronuclear coupling constant). t1 is the evolution
time (13C). WALTZ-16 decoupling is indicated by the correspondingly labeled
blocks. Narrow and wide black rectangles denote hard 908 and 1808 RF
pulses, respectively. The data collected during the acquisition blocks are
stored separately. Panel (a) shows the original snHMQC experiment1.
Panel (b) shows the pulse sequence for the constant-time ctsnHMQC experi-
ment. The constant time t is nominally set to 1/JCC (JCC denotes the homonu-
clear carbon coupling constant) but can be optimized for relaxation and
competing couplings as given in the Experimental Section. The phase F1 is
08 in the basic sequence. For States-TPPI quadrature detection, first N noise
blocks are recorded with F1 = 08, then with F1 = 908. Upon each incremen-
tation of t1, F1 is incremented by 1808. Panel (c) shows the ctsnHMQC ex-
periment with DBU. Panel (d) shows the pulse sequence of the ctsnHMBC
experiment. The changes from ctsnHMQC are the addition of z-gradient
pulses and the first 908 pulse also having a variable phase F2. Each setting
of F1 is recorded with F2 = 08 and F2 = 1808, while F1 does not apply TPPI
anymore (no phase increment per t1 increment). Panel (e) shows the classical
way of switching the preamplifier from transmit to receive mode. Panel (f)
shows the new scheme avoiding preamplifier mode switching in order to
prevent transmit/receive (T/R) switching artifacts.
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the splitting by homonuclear 13C–13C coupling in the indirect
dimension, which is relevant when using uniformly 13C labeled

samples. The choice of the constant-time interval t depends
on all heteronuclear couplings and relaxation of multiple quan-

tum coherence. It can be optimized to give a maximum in-
phase coherence at the end of the evolution period. In prac-

tice, the mixing and evolution periods should be kept as short
as possible to minimize loss of residual coherence between

the first noise block (t0) and the second one (t2). Secondly,

constant-time evolution provides for quadrature detection in
the indirect dimension as outlined later. In the acquisition
scheme of Figure 1 with actual pulse sequences shown in Fig-
ure 2 a and b, noise blocks t0 and t2 are recorded separately for

each of the N repetitions, yielding N cross-correlated spectra to
accumulate for each t1 value. After each acquisition of a t2

noise block, there is a recycle delay tR, followed by the acquisi-

tion of the t0 noise block of the next repetition. As, relying on
spin noise, there is no need to wait for any spin system recov-

ery, one can skip the recycle delay within spectrometer sys-
tem’s timing requirements. With data acquired in this way,

during processing every noise block (except the first and last
one) can be used as a t2 block for one and as a t0 block for the

subsequent cross-correlation computation.

This effectively means repeating the basic sequence (“noise
acquisition–mixing–evolution–mixing”) without delay (Fig-

ure 1 c), a fast acquisition scheme we denote “double block
usage” (DBU). Any magnetization coherently transferred be-

tween t0 and t2, that has not fully decayed by the end of one t2

acquisition block, will undergo another “mixing–evolution–

mixing sequence” until it decays below any reasonable detec-

tion limit. Conversely, the de novo spin noise originating
during the t2 period will cross-correlate with the next noise

block as before. With the original scheme (Figure 1 b), N re-
corded noise blocks yield N/2 cross-correlations. The DBU

scheme increases this number to N@1. For larger N the
number of cross-correlations thus is practically increased by a

factor of two. As the accumulated spin noise signal increases

linearly with the number N of cross-correlated spectra added,
while the background noise only increases with the

p
N, this

results in a factor
p

2 improvement of the signal-to-noise ratio
over the original approach.[1] Additionally, the elimination of
the recycle delays reduces the total experiment time further.

We implemented DBU in the ctsnHMQC (constant-time

snHMQC) experiment also adding quadrature detection in the
indirect dimension using the States-TPPI (time-proportional
phase incrementation[17, 18]) approach, by varying the phase F1

accordingly, as shown in Figure 2 c. Thus signals, which are not
modulated during t1 are moved to the edge of the spectrum.

The phase sensitive detection enables one to combine parallel
coherence transfer pathways to yield a single peak (as op-

posed to the double and zero quantum coherence cross peaks

(WH:WC) of the original experiment) so that another
p

2 sensi-
tivity improvement is achieved.

In the long-range correlation experiment (ctsnHMBC, Fig-
ure 2 d) we use additional pulsed field gradients during the

mixing periods, which is due to the following rational : During
the t1 period the 1H transverse magnetization coupled to 13C

evolves into antiphase coherence. The pulsed field gradient
during this period spatially disperses transverse magnetization
thus reducing the amount or radiation damping,[19] which
would otherwise quench the signal available for cross-correla-

tion. A gradient of opposite sign in the next t1 period refocus-
es only these coherences, while others, which would enhance

radiation damping, are dispersed. The introduction of the
pulsed field gradients thus improves the signal-to-noise ratio

especially for long mixing times. Apart from counteracting ra-

diation damping, the sign alternating gradient pulses defocus
potential signals originating from noise originating between

the detection periods. These would contribute to the uncorre-
lated noise in the spectrum and thus reduce its signal-to-noise

ratio. It should be noted that, when using gradients with the
fast DBU technique, the fast repetition of gradient may prevent
the operation of the spectrometer’s field-frequency lock. To

mitigate this interference, extra delays between incrementa-
tions of t1 may be required to allow for magnetic field re-opti-

mization. Their duration is however negligible compared to
the total experiment time. The states scheme for quadrature

detection is used for the ctsnHMBC experiment, too. However,
TPPI is replaced by a simple axial peak suppression scheme

using 08/1808 alternating phase for F2 (on the first 908 pulse)

and subtraction of the resulting spectra (after 1 D FT, correla-
tion and summation) during processing so the correlated sig-

nals add up constructively. Thus, for each t1 value, there are
four sets of repetitions (instead of two used in ctsnHMQC) al-

ternating F1 between 08 and 908 and F2 between 08 and 1808
independently. It should be noted that in this type of experi-

ment each phase cycling step has to be stored separately as is

also the case in multiplex NMR methods.[20]

While testing spin-noise-detected experiments on different

spectrometers we noticed evidence of spurious excitation on
some hardware configurations. The experiments documenting

that behavior are laid out in the Supporting Information. In
summary, the active impedance switching of the preamplifier

between a low impedance (50 W) “pulse mode” and a high im-

pedance “receive mode” can cause minute signal excitation of
random phase and amplitude occurring at the moment of acti-

vation of this transmit/receive (T/R) switch. The common T/R
switching scheme implemented in the standard acquisition

schemes can be seen in Figure 2 e. To avoid any influence of
impedance switching all new experiments shown here were

using new implementations of the pulse programs explicitly
programming the T/R switch to remain in receive mode all the
time, which is shown in Figure 2 f. The pulse programs are

available in the Supporting Information.
In Figure 3 we compare the first spin-noise-detected 2 D

NMR spectrum[1] to the improved version (ctsnHMQC, Fig-
ure 2 c) with all improvements outlined above applied.

Even though the total recording time was shrunk from the

original 40 h to just 20 h, the signal-to-noise ratio could be im-
proved by a factor of approximately

p
2. This is owed to the

combined effects of the DBU and phase sensitive quadrature
detection both contributing a factor of approximately

p
2. Ad-

ditionally, the faster recycle time and lower requirement of
long-term stability as well as the elimination of spurious excita-
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tion background, the improvement exceeds the theoretical
factor of 2 slightly. All single bond hydrogen-carbon coupling
pairs of both anomeric forms of the gluco-pyranose could be

identified in the new faster and more sensitive version of the
experiment. It is also noteworthy, that due to the improve-
ments of the recording technique, the t1 noise artifacts visible
at 4.7 ppm (from residual HOD) in Figure 3 a are absent from

the improved spectrum of Figure 3 b.
In Figure 4 we illustrate the gain in signal-to-noise ratio ob-

tained through the DBU scheme by comparing three cross sec-
tions obtained from the same raw data as Figure 3 b. The
traces on the left side were obtained without DBU. The spin

noise signal power amplitudes in the right side traces are ap-
proximately doubled owed to the use of DBU. As the uncorre-

lated noise power also increases by a factor
p

2 the signal-to-
noise ratio rises by

p
2, too.

Taking advantage of the improved sensitivity a heteronu-

clear long-range correlation experiment (HMBC)[21, 22] was im-
plemented in a spin-noise-detected fashion, ctsnHMBC. In

Figure 5 the results of the first implementation of a ctsnHMBC
experiment are compared with a standard pulsed HMBC ex-

periment. While demonstrating a new breakthrough in spin-
noise-detected NMR, the experiment clearly shows up its cur-

rent limits, as only the two correlations, for which the chosen

mixing delays match best can be unequivocally identified. The
H4–C3 correlation, for example, is not detected due to insuffi-

cient signal-to-noise ratio.

Overall, the concept of two-dimensional spin noise NMR
spectroscopy could be extended significantly. The experimen-

tal schemes of spin-noise-detected 2 D NMR were substantially
improved and adapted to avoid an artifact present on some

spectrometer hardware, which is related to the active switch-
ing between a transmit and a receive state in the preamplifier

Figure 3. Panel (a) depicts the first 2 D spin-noise-detected (snHMQC) spec-
trum published by Chandra et al.[1] (recording time: 40 h). The 1 D trace is a
standard 1H spectrum. In panel (b), we show the result of the current imple-
mentation of the ctsnHMQC experiment according to Figure 2 c and e apply-
ing all enhancements laid out in the text. Total recording time was 20 h.
Note the absence of the zero quantum (WH@WC) peaks in panel (b). The 1 D
spectrum is a projection of the 2 D spectrum. Horizontal dashed lines mark
the locations of the cross sections shown in Figure 4. The numbering of the
prevailing isomers of glucose in aqueous solution is shown in panel (c) for
the a-d-pyranose and in panel (d) for the corresponding b anomer.

Figure 4. 1H cross sections from ctsnHMQC spectra obtained from the same
raw data as Figure 3 b. Traces on the left are processed without DBU, where-
as traces on the right are processed using DBU. Traces (a) were taken from
the corresponding 2 D spectra at 61.4 ppm, trace (b) at 71.5 ppm, and trace
(c) at 92.2 ppm as indicated in Figure 3 b.

Figure 5. Pulsed and noise-detected HMBC experiments of d-fructose. The
spectrum in panel (a) was obtained using a standard pulsed HMBC experi-
ment (pulse program: ’hmbcgpndqf’)[23] and is compared to the results of
the ctsnHMBC experiment in panel (b). The recording time of the ctsnHMBC
was 80 h; resolution(F1) = 22.0 Hz; resolution(F2) = 19.1 Hz. Panel (c) shows
the numbering of the most abundant fructose isomer in aqueous solution.
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electronics. This insight appears to be important, because this
interference may influence the outcome of spin noise experi-

ments drastically. Notably, it may increase the amount of un-
correlated noise background in the experiments relying upon

cross-correlation to distinguish between completely random
and coherently transferred spin noise components.

We have shown that standard protocols of pulsed NMR, like
phase cycling, pulsed field gradients and States or TPPI

schemes can be used to improve the signal-to-noise ratio, ach-

ieve quadrature detection in the indirect dimension, and
remove artifacts. These results demonstrate that many “tools

of the trade” of traditional NMR can be applied for spin-noise-
detected NMR spectroscopy.

The DBU fast acquisition scheme introduced here represents
a paramount and unique acceleration of spin noise spectrosco-
py, because it achieves a tremendous speedup of the experi-

ments, which is not possible in pulsed excitation NMR due to
the dependence on longitudinal relaxation. Comparing the

original experiment[1] at equal recording times and on identical
hardware, we have been able to achieve an increase by nearly

a factor of three in signal-to-noise ratio by combining all im-
provements described here, which boils down to nearly one

order of magnitude in experimental time. While the real bene-

fit of this will only be of practical relevance, once a future
“nano-NMR spectrometer” is constructed, stochastic NMR exci-

tation techniques using an RF noise source may also take ad-
vantage from the DBU principle.[24] The DBU acceleration prin-

ciple for coherent spectroscopic techniques is not limited to
Faraday detection as in the application outlined here, it is like-

wise suitable to be incorporated in optical detection methods,

as for example in the novel nano-scale NMR detected indirectly
by NV-centers in diamonds.[25]

Experimental Section

The substances used for demonstrating the spin noise NMR experi-
ments were uniformly 99 at.% 13C enriched d-glucose (Aldrich) for
all HMQC-type experiments and 99 at.% 13C enriched d-fructose
(Aldrich) for all HMBC-type experiments. The solvent was D2O
(Euriso-Top, 99.90 at.% D). The concentration was 0.65 mol L@1 for
the d-glucose (as in the original experiment[1]) and 3.20 mol L@1 for
d-fructose. We note that spin-noise-detected experiments involv-
ing coherence transfer are best conducted in the regime of posi-
tive spin noise signal[8, 26] to mitigate quenching by radiation damp-
ing. The validity of this condition was tested before the 2 D experi-
ments by recording one dimensional spin noise spectra.

The effectiveness of the cross-correlation processing is critically af-
fected by transverse relaxation between the respective noise
blocks, which was taken care of through optimization of the delay
times in the pulse sequences as given below. This optimization
was effected by prepending a single 1 ms 1H pulse to a train of 32
repetitions of the respective pulse sequence and maximizing cross
peak intensities in the spectra processed identically to the spin
noise spectra. The apparent fast transverse relaxation rates under
the conditions given (e.g. T2

*ffi10 s@1 for the anomeric protons) are
mostly owed to radiation damping, which can be suppressed
during the coupling precession intervals t1 by application of sign
alternating pulsed field gradients.

Standard (Wilmad 535) 5 mm NMR sample tubes were used. Spec-
tra were recorded at 313 K on a 700 MHz Bruker Avance III spec-
trometer with a cryogenically cooled TCI triple resonance (H,C,N,D)
probe manufactured in 2011. Common parameters for both spectra
in Figure 3 were duration of acquisition t0 = t2 = 26.2 ms corre-
sponding to a resolution of 19.1 Hz in F2; t1 increments were ad-
justed for a spectral width of 7044.5 Hz (40 ppm) in F1 and the
maximum duration of t1 was set to 22.7 ms corresponding to a res-
olution of 22.0 Hz in F1; t1 = 3.45 ms and t = 22.7 ms. For the
ctsnHMBC experiment of Figure 5 c the pulse sequence of Fig-
ure 2 d with t1 = 55.6 ms; t= 22.7 ms and shaped (squared sine
bell) pulsed field gradients with 2 % of the full amplitude (50 Tm@1)
and 5 ms duration were used.

To mitigate long-term instability (temperature, humidity, vibrations,
etc.) of the spectrometer environment in general, all the experi-
ments were recorded in multiple sections, which were combined
during processing. Acquisition of each section lasted approx. 2 h
and in between the recording of individual sections magnetic field
corrections (Bruker’s “topshim” procedure) were re-optimized. For
example, for an experiment with a total duration of 20 h, ten full
2 D experiments were recorded each lasting for about 2 h and fi-
nally combined. The increase in total recording time due to period-
ic automated shimming is less than 5 %. The script for the auto-
matic acquisition and shimming sequence is shown in the Support-
ing Information.
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